A WATCHDOG
ALWAYS CONNECTED

DOES YOUR PATIENTS’
SECURITY REALLY
MATTER TO YOU?
DASBOX is a data acquisition system which can send you
alerts and monthly activity reports in order to respect
OPQ’s norms.

Keep an eye on your boat
or cabin
Analyze your house’s
air quality

Avoid stock losses!

A DASBOX placed in your medical fridge will monitor its temperature.

Be warned in case of water
damage or spills

Embrace your success!

Track delivery vehicles
or goods

A DASBOX left near your store entrance can count the number of customers
passing your door.

Make informed decisions!

A strategically placed DASBOX in your store’s aisle can help improve
your sales.

Optimize your delivery costs!

DASBOX can monitor your delivery cars in order to maintain your products
cold-chain.

Rest easy and feel safe!

DASBOX can detect movements, noise, vibration, smoke, humidity, etc.

www.dasbox.io

Sky is the limit!

Ginette Lehoux

pharmacy owner since 1997

Ginette Lehoux, a Familiprix pharmacy
owner, validates her cold supply chain
with DASBOX.
In June 2016, Mrs. Lehoux was in France for her holidays.
While away, her pharmacy’s delivery car broke down.
“In a situation like this, our priority is to properly manage
and respect the medication’s cold supply chain” claim
Mrs. Lehoux.

“With its 24/7 monitoring system,
I feel more secure, thanks to my
DASBOX.”

What does Ginette Lehoux thinks of this situation?
Even though medication transportation is done with isothermal envelops
and Ice packs, we have no clear data about the temperature status inside the
envelops during transportation. In case of a problem, the drugs might be left a
few hours in a less than ideal situation for their preservation.

According to you, what could be done to improve this
situation?
At the pharmacy, it would be great to reduce the manual temperature readings
and install an automatic monitoring system instead. This would allow an easier
and better cold supply chain tracking. Also, getting automatically generated
reports would make our life easier. Overall, securing drugs efficiency is a real
challenge.

How are pharmacists actually concerned about the
cold supply chain monitoring?
We are very concerned since it’s our responsibility to give our patient
medications that was kept in the best preserving conditions possible. Our
patients’ health is important to us. They come asking us for advice, they
trust us, we can’t take the risk of offering them contaminated or inefficient
medication that could jeopardized their health and security. Also, we have to
minimize financial lost.

What differences have you noticed since you have
DASBOX in your pharmacy?
At my pharmacy, the temperature in our medical fridge is taken regularly.
Two daily measures are then selected and added to a report which can be
printed and kept. Of course, having a DASBOX to manage this is a relief since
it monitors our fridges 24/7. It also makes me save a lot of time by producing
reports automatically and by reducing human error. In our case, our fridges
aren’t connected to a security system like bigger pharmacies can afford to do.
So DASBOX, like a watchdog, warns me if my refrigerator’s temperature isn’t
within the normal range. These alarms allow me to make the best decision
quickly in order to preserve my medication stock.

For more details
on our products,
Contact
sales@dasbox.io

www.dasbox.io

